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Global leader in

procurement software

“Consider GEP when you are a large global organization with 
complex procurement processes, requiring a simple and 
toolset simplifying the business process." – IDC

,150 000
sourcing events per year

Over

$1000 billion+
spend processed per year 120

 countries

Used in 
more than A new 

transaction 
every  2 seconds

,50 000
active savings projects 
at any time

,500 000+ 
people use  GEP SMART 
every week
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GEP helps global enterprises operate more efficiently and effectively, gain competitive advantage, boost 
profitability, and maximize business and shareholder value.

Fresh thinking, innovative products, unrivaled domain and subject expertise, and smart, passionate people 
— this is how GEP creates and delivers unified supply chain solutions of unprecedented scale, power
and effectiveness.

Named a Leader in Gartner Magic Quadrants, Winner for Best Procurement Software and Best P2P Provider 
at the World Procurement Awards, Best Procurement Consultancy at CIPS Supply Management Awards, and 
Best Provider at the EPIC Procurement Excellence Awards, GEP is frequently honored as an innovator and 
leader in source-to-pay direct and indirect procurement software by Gartner, Forrester, IDC, Procurement 
Leaders, Spend Matters and CPO Rising.

GEP is also ranked leader in managed procurement services (procurement outsourcing) by Everest Group, 
NelsonHall, IDC, ISG, HfS and IAOP. In addition, the primary research firm in the management consulting 
sector, ALM Intelligence, ranks GEP leader in procurement strategy and supply chain consulting.

With 21 offices and operations centers in Europe, Asia and the Americas, Clark, New Jersey-based GEP 
helps enterprises worldwide realize their strategic, operational and financial objectives. To learn more about 
our comprehensive range of software and services, please visit www.gep.com.

GEP SMART is an AI-powered, cloud-native 
software for direct and indirect procurement 
that offers comprehensive source-to-pay 
functionality in one user-friendly platform, 
inclusive of spend analysis, sourcing, contract 
management, supplier management, 
procure-to-pay, savings project management 
and savings tracking, invoicing and other 
related functionalities.

GEP NEXXE is a unified and comprehensive supply 
chain platform that provides end-to-end planning, 
visibility, execution and collaboration capabilities 
for today’s complex, global supply chains. 

Built on a foundation of big data, artificial 
intelligence and machine learning, GEP NEXXE is 
next-generation software that helps enterprises 
make supply chain a competitive advantage.
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